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Sustaining customer confidentiality and safeguarding sensitive information is no small activity for
any business. Identity theft or fraud has been a perennial issue across all industries and companies
must gear up in advance to secure themselves and their clients. Luckily, there are numerous PCI
DSS certified payment processing tools available in the market. Being fully aware of the processing
mechanism youâ€™re currently using is an excellent basis to comprehend the areas that require
improvement. Opting for the merchant services of an expert provider can immensely boost your
businessâ€™s security and help in fraud detection.

It is imperative to abide by Payment Card Industry or PCI standards, so that you can rest assured
that youâ€™re leaving no stone unturned to shield private information. Conducting self-appraisal will
assist you in targeting vulnerable areas of security. It is important to have triple DES PIN encryption
to safeguard the PIN numbers of clients. Make sure that your third-party payment processor offers
an automated alert mechanism that continually supervises people who gain an access to and utilize
company data. Always be serious about PCI certified payment processing and keep abreast on the
most recent technologies and regulations that can have an effect on the running of your business.

If youâ€™re not taking enough steps to ensure foolproof fraud detection, the outcomes of a violation in
security can be destructive. With the hazard of fraud, stealing, and lawsuit looming large, a breach
in company security can result in a loss of hundreds of thousands of bucks. The majority of
businesses pay 20 to 30 dollars per card to substitute those exposed by violated accounts while the
Card Association can levy a fine up to $500,000 for not conforming to PCI certified payment
processing. Other dire consequences comprise a degraded status, unsuccessful brand name, and
reduction in customer trust. After looking back each of these risks, it is simple to understand how
crucial it is to protect susceptible company information.

Before creating or renewing your account with a merchant service provider, make certain that they
are living up to your companyâ€™s requirements as far as securely processing credit card payments is
concerned. Numerous growing online merchants always search for features such as round the clock
customer support, accurate and low-priced credit card terminals, and fail-safe fraud detection.
Certain merchant service providers even go further to provide a system that aids in offsetting the
expenditure piled up by fines. Access to funds in the following day and real-time processing are the
other noteworthy features that are worth considering. 
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